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Independent Learning Skills  
When we think about our students it is helpful to ask "What 
shouldn't I be doing for my students?" just as much as you ask 
"What should I be doing for them?" There are many benefits of 
promoting student independence. Encouraging independence is 
empowering for students, builds self-esteem and confidence, and 
it fosters lifelong success. When we teach our students, it may be 
hard to find the balance between giving the right amount of help 
and when it actually is too much. If we are not careful to focus on 
student independence, we may see a preschooler who can write 
all their letters but can't ask for help, a fifth grader who can 
multiply double digits but can't turn in papers to his teacher, or a 
high schooler with basic computer programming skills but can't 
handle unexpected change. Independence increases self-esteem, 
decreases the reliance on adults, and increases opportunities 
beyond public education.  This week we discuss how to 
encourage and purposefully address independent learning skills 
for our students.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Student Independence 
A simple way to think about 

independence is to think about creating 

a partnership with your student. This 

will help set clear expectations, define 

your role in the partnership (to help 

them learn), define the student role in 

the partnership (to put effort into 

learning), and it builds rapport between 

you and your student. Keys to a 

successful partnership are: 

Reliability/trust, Communication, and 

Support. When we set expectations we 

are teaching students how to learn, by 

having clear times and places for 

learning, and by having boundaries. 

Student independence goes beyond 

academics and school work too. Life 

skills can be fostered when we are 

inclusive, encourage student 

participation, and look at each student’s 

needs. Finding teachable moments will 

give many opportunities to teach 

independence. Allow students to make 

mistakes and learn, let natural 

consequences happen (what will 

happen if they are rude to a peer – they 

may need to repair that relationship), 

and intervene when necessary. Debrief 

with students after a success or a 

struggle - What went well? Why were 

they successful? What could they do 

different next time? You can partner 

with your student and teach more 

independence by:  

- Encourage students to make decisions 

- Guide students to resources not 

answers 

- Remember it’s not your work, it’s 

theirs!  

 

Parent Video Series: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.oesd114.org/Page/1
https://click.ecommunications2.umn.edu/?qs=048cd0fdde14e0ee2b234e451294b7bf23e3a6fe14566a6af61732154d780d8452038b01424e5616b9a6ed3e20d645e7
https://click.ecommunications2.umn.edu/?qs=048cd0fdde14e0ee66894594c99c7927542506568bc05bd688fccacd1b1f8aab92dca4991bc672094f0bb53406b3d802
https://click.ecommunications2.umn.edu/?qs=048cd0fdde14e0eea1adf19f450926f8d2ddb13a7c8eefffb648381b10e8228ce8f3614b2ba0ad9328733c6b4fdc0470
https://click.ecommunications2.umn.edu/?qs=048cd0fdde14e0eed4e2b4a2c73794eae368bfd2eaef224c3af4b2dcce005ac3ae92f6be74663c8891ec3f2777ed07fd
https://click.ecommunications2.umn.edu/?qs=048cd0fdde14e0eec051ccf11e7d12956e1ee9add27914d4e70bf93fb7184676abafe95f8129a7d6554f1eb88a856ecb


 

Activity of the Week       
Most people shower or bathe independently for personal hygiene reasons and 

as a stress reliever. The calm, peaceful warm shower or tub can be very 

relaxing and purposeful. When motor skill deficits are present in children, 

bathing can be a very complicated and difficult task. When you stop and think 

about bathing and showering, you start to realize it requires extensive fine 

motor, gross motor, sensory processing and visual perceptual skills. In order 

for children to accomplish independence with bathing, breaking the skills 

down into step by step instruction can help to determine which certain skills 

need to be practiced or modified.  Here are 4 different analysis for independent 

bathing for children. 

 

GROSS MOTOR SKILLS 
1. Get a towel – walk and carry a towel 

2. Get undressed – removing clothing requires balance and coordination skills 

3. Turn on water – reaches forward while maintaining balance 

4. Transfer into shower or tub – lifts leg high enough to clear tub, balance on one foot and step over the tub 

5. Stand in shower – maintains balance on wet surface 

6. Sit in tub – lowers body down into tub and positions legs 

7. Clean body with soap – reaches down and around to clean body while maintaining balance 

8. Rinse body clean – turns body in shower or lowers extremities in tub to rinse 

9. Wash hair – raises arms up overhead to wash hair and maintains balance while eyes are closed 

10. Rinse hair clean – extends neck to rinse out shampoo 

11. Transfer out of shower – lifts leg high enough to clear tub, balance on one foot and step over tub 

12. Dry off with towel – reaches down and around to dry off body without losing balance 

13. Get dressed – maintains balance and coordinates getting dressed  

 

FINE MOTOR SKILLS 

1. Get undressed – manipulate any fasteners on clothing 

2. Turn on water – rotation of the hand to turn the faucet on 

3. Pick up soap – grasp the soap so it does not slip out of the hand 

4. Hold soap – grasps soap while washing body 

5. Open shampoo – isolate the muscles in the fingers to open a flip lid or rotation to unscrew a cap 

6. Hold shampoo bottle – contract the muscles in the hand to hold the weight of the bottle 

7. Squeeze shampoo out – has the strength and graded muscle control in the hands to squeeze an appropriate 

amount of shampoo out 

8. Rubs shampoo into hair – isolates fingertips to rub shampoo into hair and scalp 

9. Rinse shampoo out – opens hands to rinse shampoo out 

10. Wash with wash cloth – wrings out wash cloth to wipe face 

11. Hold wash cloth – grasps wash cloth while wiping face and/or body 

12. Turn off water – rotates faucet off 

 

* See Attachment for additional break down of bathing steps for Sensory Processing 

Skills and Visual Perceptual Skills.   

 

 

Read this article for more on 10 Effective Ways to Foster Students' Independent Thinking Skills 
 

Good Reads: 
 "Lost at School" and "The Explosive Child" by Dr. Ross Greene 
  

https://wabisabilearning.com/blogs/inquiry/10-ways-foster-independent-thinking-skills
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/3335052-lost-at-school
https://bookoutlet.com/Store/Details/9780062270450B?source=ppc&ppc_campaign=u1407004000&gclid=CjwKCAjwu5CDBhB9EiwA0w6sLe5NZrhFBHH6vZQgCB3iRQWm-wdGy9fZEnJ_ybS_crmn9xasOeyV5RoCCS8QAvD_BwE
https://d3eizkexujvlb4.cloudfront.net/2016/09/27135651/Independent-Bathing-Step-By-Step-Analysis-scaled.jpg
https://d3eizkexujvlb4.cloudfront.net/2016/09/27135820/Independent-Bathing-Step-By-Step-Analysis-Gross-Motor-scaled.jpg
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Teacher Talk: Independent learners in the classroom 
Teachers light the way, but they should not be the sole source of illumination in the classroom. 
Mary Soliman argues that teachers must help students become independent learners so that 
students can manage their own learning and be better prepared to respond to challenges. 

 https://youtu.be/SrqrpBSsDbs 

 EDUCATOR TIPS FOR BUILDING STUDENT INDEPENDENCE 
• Use Modeling: how to work through challenges, use problem solving skills, use resources 

• Provide multiple means of achieving goals: “Universal Design for Learning”, encourage students to know what type 

of learner they are, what strengths they have, and how they will show what they have learned 

• Support Physical needs: accomodated seating, adaptive tools, location to address needs 

• Promote Peer Supports: “Ask a classmate before you ask the teacher” 

• Use visual schedules, organizers, and self-management systems 

• Provide choices: make each choice acceptable 

• Problem-solve with students: self-talk modeling, "playing dumb" 

• Switching roles: “You be the teacher. Tell me about _____.” 

 

Levels of Prompting 
There is a prompt hierarchy when helping others. Use the least amount of prompting needed for the specific 
task you are helping with, and fade prompts as soon as possible to move towards independence.  

 

             

 
 
 
 
 
 

REASONS TO AVOID HAND OVER HAND  

• Hand over hand or Full Physical Prompting does not activate the part of 

the brain used to learn motor movements such as handwriting  

• Muscles not being engaged can hinder muscle development and motor 

memory needed for learning new skills  

• Students may be distracted by tactile input  

• Hand over hand produced work gives an inaccurate example of student 

abilities  

• Children with disabilities are 3.7 times more likely than non-disabled 

children to be victims of any sort of violence, 3.6 times more likely to be 

victims of physical violence, and 2.9 times more likely to be victims of 

sexual violence (World Health Organization)  

• Hand over hand may inadvertently teach children that it is ok for adults 

to touch them without permission at any time and may lead to a poor 

understanding of boundaries and predatory situations. 

 

https://youtu.be/SrqrpBSsDbs
https://youtu.be/SrqrpBSsDbs


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EASY WAYS TO BOOST INTRINSIC MOTIVATION THROUGHOUT THE DAY 
Intrinsic Motivation is the act of doing something without any obvious external rewards. You do it because it's 

enjoyable and interesting, rather than because of an outside incentive or pressure to do it, such as a reward or 

deadline. It builds self-awareness and self-esteem, can increase attention, endurance, motor performance, and 

engagement. Extrinsic Motivation is when someone wants to do a task in order to receive a reward or avoid a 

punishment. It focuses on performing instead of actually learning a new skill, and that person can become 

reward dependent.  

To boost Intrinsic Motivation: 

 Provide choices 

 Allow students to explore their interests 

 Encourage curiosity  

 
Inadvertant Detrimental Effects of Excessive or Unnecessary Paraeducator Proximity  

 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Para educator support is designed to be given at the least intrusive level possible for each individual 
student to be successful. This requires frequent monitoring and utilizing student progress data. Research 
shows that an overreliance of para educator support or pattern of over prompting can lead to prompt 
dependency and decreased student outcomes. (Giangreco & Broer; Giangreco, Suter, and Doyle, 2012). 
IEP teams should consider: 
• What is the plan to monitor the student’s progress toward the goals to be addressed by the assignment 
of the one to-one and the student’s continuing need for the one-to-one? 
• What is the plan for progressively reducing the support provided to the student and their 
independence on an aide over time? 
 

 Use assistive technology/communication systems 

and schedules 

 Avoid doing tasks for them 

  Encourage self-advocacy 

PAVE/PTI   IEP Workshop       Date:  This Wednesday, April 14th, 2021     Topic:  High School Transition 

Time:   2 to 4 PM                  Registration (paste or ctrl + click):     tfaforms.com/4852082 

The first hour of each workshop will be dedicated to the review of the topic. The second hour will offer 

an opportunity for parents to meet one-on-one with PAVE/PTI staff regarding their student's IEP. 

 

 

http://tfaforms.com/4852082


 

Parent Corner  

Here are some quick tips for supporting your child throughout their journey towards independence. 

1) Teach them to own their schedules  

Ask your child what they need to do in the morning, afternoon, or evening instead of setting the 

agenda for the day. Set up a scheduling area with an interactive calendar or chalkboard wall in your 

home, and allow them to mark what they need to finish or plan ahead for weekly activities and other 

events. 

2) Teach children to become self-directed learners  

 The goal is that your child learns what their needs are for a positive learning space at school and at 

home—is music comforting in the background or distracting? Are there too many items on their 

desk to play with? Are other students being too noisy? Will noise-cancelling headphones help limit 

distractions when studying or finishing homework? 

3) Teach them how to be proactive problem solvers  

We can often be too quick to solve problems for our children. It is critical to allow our children to 

come up with their own solutions. If your child brings up an issue or a problem at home, simply ask 

them “So, what are your options on how to solve this?” Or, “Why do you think you got the outcome 

you got and how can you change things next time?” This puts the heavy thinking and ownership 

back on the child. 

4) Integrate more responsibilities at home  

Kids take pride in victories of all sizes, so help them be excited about being in charge of household 

responsibilities. With younger kids, you can make it into a game or a checklist that they check off 

themselves. With older kids and teens, you can rely on them to be role models for their younger 

siblings. This can help them own their responsibilities without being asked. 

When a child learns how to take ownership of their day-to-day activities inside and outside the classroom, they 

will gain the abilities needed to truly excel academically, socially, and personally.  

 

 

The Road to Recovery: 

Supporting Children with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities Who Have Experienced 

Trauma 

This resource provides an overview for providers on how to work with children and families who are living 

with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) and have experienced trauma. The Road to Recovery: 

Supporting Children with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities Who Have Experienced Trauma is a 

training that consists of a Facilitator Guide and a Participant Manual that are designed to teach basic 

knowledge, skills, and values about working with children with IDD who have had traumatic experiences, 

and how to use this knowledge to support children's safety, well-being, happiness, and recovery through 

trauma-informed practice. From the National Child Traumatic Stress Network  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Volunteers of America Care Crisis Response Services offers 24-hour emotional support to individuals in crisis and/or considering suicide. Call 1-
800-584-3578 or visit http://www.imhurting.org/ 

http://www.imhurting.org/
https://bit.ly/3quEgwx
https://bit.ly/3chTBv5

